
Scenario A:  Plagueis Ground Assault 
 
Plagueian forces are being deployed to Zsoldos to take control of the Roark-Cole-Tresor 
(RCT) Research Station and obtain any valuable information or equipment within it.  The 
entirety of Legion I has been committed to the task with additional support from Transport 
Command. 
 
The RCT Research Station is located near the southern pole of the planet, on a treacherous 
tundra.  Clan Vizsla has deployed a large defensive unit consisting of soldiers and vehicles 
from both the 1st and 2nd Strike Group.  A full listing of their defensive line can be seen 
below.  Vizsla has completely surrounded the RCT Research Station with their defenses and 
there are no obvious gaps in their lines. 
 
Vizsla Defense Forces: 
1st Strike Group: 

Battle Team Deathwatch Resources: 
1 platoon of LAAT/c 
Artillery Battery 
Special Missions Company 
1 Kom’rk class Fighter Flight 
1 AT-TE Platoon 
1 TIE/D Defender Squadron 

3 Sentinel-class Landing Craft Flight 
1 Atmospheric Assault Lander Flight 
1 Y-85 Titan Dropship Flight 
1 First Order AT-AT Platoon 
1 0AT-M6 Artillery Line 
1st Legion 

2nd Strike Group: 
3 Sentinel-class Landing Craft Flight 
1 Atmospheric Assault Lander Flight 
1 Y-85 Titan Dropship Flight 
1 First Order AT-AT Platoon 
1 0AT-M6 Artillery Line 
2nd Legion 

 
Phase I: 
In order to first deploy our troops and begin the operation, we must wait for a window of 
opportunity within the area’s harsh weather.  Careful monitoring of storm systems should 
give us plenty of ability to predict the ideal moment to attack.  The area is known for its 
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harsh blizzards and cold temperatures, so equipping our troops with thermal gear will also 
be a priority. 
 
Armored RCT Alpha and Armored RCT Alpha will be deployed north of the target, out of 
range of any of Vizsla’s weapons.  They will form a marching column, led by the Attack 
Armor Companies of Battalion Delta.II, Battalion Delta.III, Battalion Alpha.II, and Battalion 
Alpha.III.  In the center of the marching order and to the rear of the Attack Armor 
Companies will be the two Heavy Armor companies within Battalions Alpha.I and Delta.I. 
The column formed by this deployment will henceforth be known as “Attack Group Alpha”. 
 
Phase II: 
Attack Group Alpha will begin their march south towards the target.  As they approach, they 
will begin engaging the enemy as soon as they are in range.  Their objective is to drive 
straight forward and through sheer concentrated power, blow a hole through Vizsla’s 
defenses. 
 
In the meantime, Mobile Infantry RCT Beta will group with half of Transport Command, 
forming “Attack Group Beta”.  The other half of Transport Command will group with Mobile 
Infantry RCT Gamma to form “Attack Group Gamma”.  Both Attack Group Beta and Attack 
Group Gamma will remain on standby, ready to deploy at a moment’s notice. 
 
Phase III: 
Attack Groups Beta and Gamma will join the attack, Beta from the east and Gamma from 
the west. They will hit once the enemy lines start to break, retreat, or overwhelm Attack 
Group Alpha. Transport Command will allow for a fast deployment. This sudden move 
should leave Vizsla’s forces firmly outnumbered and outmaneuvered. 
 
Phase IV: 
With superiority confirmed, encircling the enemy should be a simple matter. The three 
Attack Groups will arrange themselves to leave no means of escape; every enemy unit must 
be trapped. 
 
Phase V: 
With the enemy trapped, the Plagueian forces will resume total annihilation of Vizsla forces, 
leaving none to oppose them.  Attack Group Beta and Attack Group Gamma will be in 
charge of hunting down any stragglers who escape the circle or go into hiding within the 
facility. 
 
Phase VI: 
With the enemy destroyed, the Plagueian forces will take control of the RCT Research 
Station.  They will set up defensive formations to repel any incoming counter assault from 



Vizsla and will begin to identify and extract important information.  With this, the mission 
should be deemed a success. 


